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Similarities between various Lamb waves in submerged spherical
shells, and Rayleigh waves in elastic spheres and flat half-spaces

G. C. Gaunaurd
NavalSurface Warfare Center Research Department (R42), White Oak, SilverScring, Mary!and20903-5000

M.F. Werby
Naval Ocean andAtmospheric Research Laboratory (221) Numerical Modelling Division, Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi39524

f (Received 31 August 1990; accepted for publication 12 Febrv ,ry 1991)

A variety of resonance features are studied in the back-scattering cross sections (BSCS) of anIair-filled metal spberical shell submerged in water and insonified by a plane cw sound wave.
Rayleigh (R) and whispering gallery (WG) waves were originally investigated for vibrational
purposes for (flat) half-spaces in contact with vacuum. Lamb waves were originally studied in
flat plates also in contact with vacuum. These old findings are generalized to the cases of an
elastic spherical shell (o.d./i.d. = 2a/2b) fluid-loaded on both surfaces, and exciLed by an
incident plane wave. The various (leaky-type) Lamb waves present in the shell are shown to
reduce to the earlier R/WG waves as a> 1 >o andpf-0. The manner i which each one of
these various shell waves manifests itself in the various frequency bands of the shell's BSCS as
perceived by a remote sensor is also studied. Dispersion plots for the various phase velocities of
the various waves are displayed in very wide (i.e., 0 < ka < 500) bands, and a number of
analogies between Lamb and R/WG waves are obtained as the submerged shell becomes a
solid sphere (b<a), and vice versa (b <a). The fluid loadings, the finite shell thickness, and
the curvatures of the structure all generate novel types of waves in the shell (that manifest
their effects in its BSCS) that could have never emerged from earlier models that ignored these
effects, and which are analyzed here.

PACS numbers: 43.35.Mr, 43.40.Ey

!NTRODUCTION purpose of the present work to further extend this founda-

-- Strictly speaking, Rayleigh aves propagate along the tion and examine basic theoretical similarities between theSticl (genarling, Rayeigh anade propgat waves incnvxsoi
* surface of (semiiinfintle) half-spaces in contact with vacu- (generalized) Rayleigh and Lamb waves in convex solid

urn. In practice, however, there are no elastic half-spaces. So, elastic bodies and elastic shells, respectively, particularly

'one may ask if Ray leigh %ayes can exist on the (flat) surface when these bodies are subject to the influence of fluid load-

of a layer of possibly infinite extent, but of finite thickness. ing.
Numerous authors have studied and answered this ques-
tion, 7 which by now is summarized in various mono- I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

graphs - Briefly, for thick layers- those with thickness d A plane sound wave travels through a fluid medium and
greater than the Rayleigh wavelength 2 , - only two ordi- impinges on a thin elastic, air-filled, spherical shell of outer
nary Lamb waves (viz.,A,,and S) are essentially excited in (or inner) radii a (or b). Its (normalized) backscattering
the plate. For d>),R. the propagation characteristics of cross section is given by2

these two Lamb modes are very similar to those of a Ray-
leigh wave. Thus the answer to the above question has been -=,. (;r,x) I

given in the affirmative. -

Lamb wave propagation in a fluid-loaded (flat) plate I 1"
has also received much attention. Again, various reviews - , (u.x)
and monographs havesummarized thissituation, I20 which
include numerous references. In this case, the wave numbers = '--,)"(2n+ ;A(x)I., (I)
(and modes) are determined from a set of coupled charac- IX -0
teristic equations that )ield the eigenfrequencies (and eigen- wheref. (,r,x) is the form function in the backscattering
functions), now accounting for the fluid loading, direction, 0 -r. We define a nondimensional frequency

When the'structure is now a shell or a solid-curved elas- x k k 1a, %,here k w1/c. The circular frequency iswvandc,
tic body, the analysis of the corresponding Lamb or Ra)- is the sound speed in the outer fluid Oie., medium No. 1,
leigh waves on these curved objects has received less water). The coefficients A,,(.x) are determined from the
study, 2 " but some general foundations involving curva- (six) boundary conditions at the interfaces r =- a,b as ratios
ture ' 3 and fluid loading2' have been established. It is the of two 6 X 6 determinants, viz.,

2731 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 89 (6). June 1991 2731



A,, (x) = - B,,/D,, with reflection from an impenetrable body (first term) and
from the structural resonances that cause reradiation (sec-

Reg d ,d ond term). These expressions can be further linearized in the
Reg I1 d22 d2. d24 d25  0 current (approximate) way of the RzT, that will not be

- I 0 d.32 d33  d34  d35  0 further shown here. Equation (6) serves merely to point out
"-7 0 d42 d43  d44  d4. d46  that complex eigenfrequeicies x~,, are obtairied from the

0 d52 d53 d54  d5 5  d 56 vanishing of the entire (complex) denominator shown in the

0 d12 d63 d. d6 5  0 fraction term (viz., F1- = z' '), while the (real) reson-
ances in this "rigid-background" case, are roots of the real
part of the denominator (viz., F7' = RezF t). These con-

where ditions for complex eigenfrequencies and real resonances are

di d1.2 d 3  d14 d15 0 equivalent to the vanishing of the denominator determinant

d, d,, d,, d24 d-1 0 in Eq. (3) [viz.,D. (x) = 0], orofitsregularpartinEq. (2)

0 d1 _ d3. d 4 d 3  0 [viz., B (x) = Reg D. (x) = 0], respectively. Once the
D,,(x) = (3) (complex) zeros ofD. (x) are found, say x,,,, then the phase

0 d4 2  d.3 d444 d4.d., velocities of the various types of Lamb waves present in the
0 d. . d53 d. 4  d.,s d.56  shell (and their attenuations) can be obtained from che ex-
0 d,,2 d6.,. d,., d,. 0 pressions

The 28 (nonvanishing) elements, dj have been listed else- cI(x) Re x,, (
where.2' All the elements depend on x, on x, = wt/c, ,on c, 1  n + I Im x,(
x,,, = o/c,, and on x. = -o/c., where c,,, (c,,) is the dilata-
tional (or shear) wave speed in the shell, and c, is the sound for each value of the index pair (t,). We have developed
speed in the inner fluid. Since x., = (c/cd2 )X, numerical programs to determine thezerosofthesedetermi-
x, = (c/c,, )x, and x. = (c,/c.)x, all the elements ulti- nants, and to calculate the corresponding phase velocities

mately depend on x, and so do coefficients A,, (x). This for- and attenuations of the surface waves associated with these

mulation is exact since the shell motions are described by the zeros. We have also noted that 23 the phase velocities and

tiacee-dimensional equations of elastodynamics. This solu- attenuations ofthe (Lamb) surface waves of a spherical shell

tion has been programmed for numerical evaluation. in vacuo are found by means of Eq. (7) from the zeros of a

Subtraction of the (rigid) modal backgrounds usually simpler determinant of order 4X4 rather than 6X6, given

isolates the pure resonances in the typical manner of the by

resonance scattering theory (RST). -' These backgrounds d, di, d4 d,.
have coefficients of the form d2) 32 d ,3  d44 d5(8)

A r, (X) = -j;,(x)/Z,'"(x). (4) d42 d4. d44 d4 (
The sum of those (residual) modal resonances is then d,,2 d,, d(,4 d(,,

f(r.,d . [ fr....s.x) .which exactly accounts for the shell's double curvature and
If ,,,,x)I = 1 elastic composition, but ignores the presence of the fluid

loading on its two surfaces.

V[.(r,x) -f , x) ] Finally, it should be noted that the Rayleigh-wave ye-
,, , locity in a flat half-space, where it was originally intro-

2 - duced,"'' comes out to be the real root of a fourth-order

- , ( - I )"(2n + 1) algebraic equation, which can be approximated by the sim-
ple relation'

X [A,,(x) A ,rl()] , (5) CR t[(0.87 + 1.12v)/(l + i)]C,, (9)

which we have often called the residual or resonance re- where v is Poisson's ratio and c, is the shear speed. This is an

sponse. We have shown 25 that the partial waves, , (rX)j analytic approximation quoted by Viktorov" of an earlier

contained within the sum in Eq. (1) can be exactly decom- numerical evaluation of the Rayleigh speed for a flat, elastic,

posed in the form half-space in contact with vacuum. The numerical evalua-
tion was originally found by Knopoff,2' and it was later re-

,(rx)[ I=2n+I e2r::" " 2e sin"  ported in textbooks (viz., Ref. !1, p. 34). For a spher':al
x" shell of radii a, b, there is no true Rayleigh speed since now

)1 - -1 one has (spherically modified) Lamb modes and surface
- R ) 1 m (6) waves. However, in the limit b-0 (i.e., for a solid elastic+ F,-'- Re z -- iIm z,
SI sphere), a "corresponding" Rayleigh speed is obtained

where F,, 'is proportional to the shell's mechani.al imped- whiLh is blightl) higher than that predicted b) Eq. (9) for
ance, and z, ' (i - 1,2) are proportional to its acoustic im- the flat interface. In fact, a1, the spherical Lamb branches,
nedances, as defined elsewhere." These exact expressions A,,S,,...A,,,S, of the dispersion cur~es associated with all
r~present contributions from the background associated the Lambsurface %a'.es for the shell also approach their own

2732 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 89, No. 6, June 1991 G. C. Gaunaurd and M. F. Werby. Lamb waves in submerged shells 2732
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Rayleigh speed in the limit of a solid elastic sphere (i.e., for easily missed if high-resolutions are not used in the genera-
b-O or h' = 100%). So, the Rayleigh speed in these cases is tion of the plots. We have intentionally suppressed them
mode-order (i.e., it) dependent. Ultimately, for high-order here, since they do not add to the points of pr,:sent concern.
modes, which is a situation equivalent to high frequencies or Figure 2 displays the dispersion plots for the phase ve-
to large values of a, the value of c, for a flat interface, given locities of this (generalized) A, (Lamb) wave in the .pheri-
by Eq. (9), is then reached. cal shell as a function ofx(= ka) for eight shell thicknesses.

These thicknesses are: h' = h/a = 10%, 20%, 40%, 80%,
90%, 95%, and 100% (solid). For thicknesses below 40%

II. NUMERICAL RESULTS the dispersion curves exhibit an upward turn due to the

Figure 1(a) and (b) shows the residual or resonance (double) curvatureoftheshell, in contrast to those observed
response associated with the in = 0 elastic mode of an air- in earlier works which were based on plate theories or ap-
filled steel spherical shell of variable thickness immersed in proaches to generate the corresponding dispersion plots.
water. This display of residual responses is obtained by the Figure 3 exhibits the value of the phase velocities of each
suppression of suitable (rigid) modal backgrounds. The rel- shell mode ranging from n = 2 to 7, as a function of the
ative shell thickness h'-h la = (a - b)/a ranges in value relative thickness, h', in an appropriate range (viz.,
from 1% to 100% in 11 stages. Tl~ese are: h' = 1%, 2.5%, 10%<h '< 100%). These shell modes n = 2,3,...7, respec-
5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100%. tively, correspond tothe Lamb modes usually labeledA,S,,
The last stage corresponds to a solid steel sphere in water. A, S,, A., and S.. As seen in Fig. 3, for h' = 100%, the phase
All the calculations are displayed in the broad (nondimen- velocity c" of all tile modes takes on a value near 3.5 ki/s,
sional) frequency band: Oxmka< 100. The i = 0 mode that decreases" with increasing mode order. Higher order
and its associated residual response, after background sup- modes such as it = 30-which would correspond to the A,
pression, is the one usually related to purely dilatational fea- Lamb wave-exhibit lower values of the phase velocity in
tures. Table I lists all the required material parameters for the solid sphere limit (i.e., for h' = 100%). The value in
the shell and the fluids that load it on its two surfaces. Simple that case is cP = 3.14 km/s (cf. Fig. 4, bottom plot). Such
observation of these plots shows that thin shells support few- value is reached at a shell thickness of h 's40%, and it re-
er modes and isolated resonance features than thicker ones. mains constant from h'---40% up to 100%. The value of the
Up to thicknesses of about 20% only one or two resonance Rayleigh speed for a flat elastic half-space, cR, as approxi-
features (i.e., the I = I and/or 2) are visible in tile resulting niately given by Eq. (9), turns out to be c, : 3.00 km/s
graphs within the displayed band. For thicker shells more using the values of the material parameters !'ted i -Table I.
features appear until about I = 8 resonances are seen at This is the limiting value for all modes at sufficiently large
thicknesses of 90%, 95% and 100%. The first one of these values of a, or for sufficiently high frequenci.,. To further
resonances features (i.e., the I = I) would be the analog of examine some of these points, we generate fhe usual type of
the Rayleigh resonance for a solidsphere, while all the others dispersion plot for the phase velocity of the single Lamb
would "correspond" to the whispering gallery resonance wave A,, vs x. for various thicknesses such as: h' = 1%,
features (1>2). However, here we have a shell in which the 2.5%, 5%. 10%, and 20%. The result is displayed in Fig. 5.
I = I feature, present in all the modes, is due to the first The way such a plot is generated is by solving for the roots,
antisymmetric (flexural) shell Lamb wave A,,. This is the x,,, of D,, (x) = 0, using a complex rootfinder, and then sub-
spherical counterpart of the A,, surface wave that has been stituting those roots into the first of Eqs. (7). All the disper-
the subject of many studies' ' for the case of flat plates. sion curves exhibit an upward turn at low frequencies. At
Hence, our A,, is a spherical Lamb wave that generalizes the higher frequencies. they all approach the Rayleigh speed, cR,
A,, Lamb wave of plates. This flexural shell wav. "corre- found above. This high-ka limit is approached faster the
sponds" to the Rayleigh wave for solid elastic spheres (viz., thicker the shell becomes. The curves are drawn solid above
b-0 ' ) and also ultimately, to the Rayleigh wave in flat the value ofthe sound speed in the outer water (viz., c, = 1.5
elastic half-spaces (a> I ). km/s), and dashed below it. This mode A,, is only excited

It should be pointed out that for an air-filled shell, the above the value ofc,. For frequenciesx such that cP < c, this
effect of the air-borne reverberations will manifest itself as a mode is not present in the shell. Other. water-borne waves
series of very narrow resonance spikes in the BSCS, or in the exist in this **subsonic" region. We note that the frequency at
isolated residual responses of Fig. i. These skinny reso- which c" = c, is Cramer's cohicidencefrequency' : at which
nances are several thousand times narrower than the ones strong flexural vibrations are excited in the shell, which are
shown in Fig. 1. They look like a "noise effiect," and are then communicated to its backscattering cross section. -'

TABLE I. Matcrial parmcter, of ic ,lell ,ro the fluid,,.

Dtni~ily Dilatational Shear %pe'ed Ylotlnlg%, n1oltih,.m, ralilo.

P(g/c') ¢,(cin/) e (c:m!.f) E(dyn/cm')

Stwdnlc%% "tcel 7.7 5 95 - Ito, J.24 - I10' 2o.8. lol ) U28

Water 1.0 I 4825 , 10' 0 ......
Air 0.0012 0344, 10' 0

2734 J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 89, No. 6. June 1991 G. C. Gaunaurd and M. F. Werby. Lamb waves in submerged shells 2734
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(A) below the coincidence frequency. As we have seen before, in
P cS the band: O<x< 100 the two predominant modes are A, and

" . So. This is made evident in the lower part of Fig. 7, which was
3- constructed fc.- a spherical steel shell of h'-5%. At higher

S frequencies (i.e., x> 100), other modes start to enter the
h'=20% picture, as we display in the upper part of Fig. 7. For this

thickness, modes A,, S, and S, already enter the picture, in
2,"- % addition to A, and S, in the broad band: O<x<500. For ei-

ther broader bands or thicker shells, more of these Lamb
. . modes/waves will produce a contribution. The construction

-] 2.5% of Fig. 7 follows the same pattern outlined for Figs. 5 and 6.
2.5. The numbers along the various branches of Fig. 7 corre-

C. 1% - spond to values of the modal order n, obtained from a par-

tial-wave expansion of the residual responses
tV, (x) -f', 0'(x) I for higher values of n, similar to those

10 340 1 displayed in Fig. I for the mode-order n = 0. Further details
will be given elsewhere, particularly the connection between

FIG. 5 Dispersion plots of the phase velociy (kis) o the ,, Lamb (generalized) Lamb poles for a shell, and Raleih poles for
wave vs x. fcv a steel spherical shell in water of increasing thickness (viz. (
I -1%. 2.5%. 5%. 10%. and 20%. The frequences at which the curves an elastic sphere in water. These later ones have already re-
cross the present value ofc, ( - i.4S25 km/s) is the "coincidence" frcquen- ceived sonme attention.27

cy x., Mode A,, exists onl) for x ... For all thicknesses. the curves up- We close by emphasizing the ob, ious point that the find-
proach cK for x I - At low frequencies all curves exhibit an upward bend. ings obtained above for the phase velocities of the various
due to the shell (double) curvature- categorized types of surface waves considered here, and for

their transition frcm one type to another as the shell-size
grows, have emerged from an analysis of the BSCSs (or the

Below coincidence, another shell mode is always pres- residual responses) of the shell immersed in an acoustic me-
ent, namely the S,,mode. The dispersion curves for the phase dium. This is the only type of information available to a

velocities of this Lamb wave, S., are displayed in Fig. 6 for remTysnsingeson l a oue of workston elatic
the ameshel tickesss ued i Fi. 5 Al th cuvesap- remotely sensing sonar. The large volume of works on elastic

the same shell thicknesses used in Fig. 5. All the curves ap- surface and bulk waves' ,,', usually pertains to the vibratory

proach c, from above, as (k,a) x increases to large values
responses of (these) flat surfaces in vacuo, without any con-

The thicker the shell the faster the dispersion curve will ap- nection to acoustical scattering situations. The present re-
proach the c, limit. At the low-frequency end, all the curves suits are not only novel from the purely vibratory point of
exhibit an upward bend to high values due to the shell's view of fluid-lo:,ded shells, but they are all extracted from
(double) curvature. This mode is always "on," above and the intricate pattern of "wiggles" present in the remotely

sensed cross sections.

IlI. CONCLUSIONS

8 (s,) The first (i.e., I= I) antisymmetric flexural Lamb reso-
nance (or leaky surface wave) present in the modes of a steel
spherical shell in water is the analog of the (generalized)
Rayleigh resonance (or leaky surface wave) in a submerged

6 elastic steel sphere. To prove this point we showed the modal
__2 resonances present in the residual responses (cf. Fig. I ) of

S_-.. the n = 0 mode ofan elastic shell ofincreasing thickness that
=-10,% ultimately becomes a solid sphere. The dispersion plots for

4-
i the phase velocity of the spherical, flexural, A,, Lamb wave

__ were then calculated and displayed for increasing shell
thickness (cf. Fig. 2) showing that in the large-x limit these

2 curves approach the flat half-space Rayleigh speed, ci. We
further investigated the phase-velocity variations of a num-

1 ber of higher order modes (n = 2.3...,30) as a function of
(relative) shell thickness h'. In the solid sphere limit (i.e.,
h '- 100%, or b-0 ' ), the phase velocity cP of each mode

20 40 CO V0 100 ISO X seems to approach the value of the Rayleigh speed for that

spherical mode. For higher-order modes (or for largerx val-
FIG. 6. Dir!ion plot% of" the pha,,c velcily c' (m/.} of the S,, .imbh ues). the value of the Rayleigh wave speed, cR, for a flat
m(ole/wa,.e vs x. This is for a steel spherical shell in water of increasing
thickncs (I = 1%. 2.5%. S-. 10%. 20%). The dtsplaycd hind 1% interface is then eventually reached. Figure 4 shows that for
0 .toku 190. All the Lurescm to .pproah the valuctf c. .i%.A>.L the A,, mode this value seems to be quite close to the value
This Limbm.,Ke.S,. cxr lt.N Aboe ndlor thc,j.wniden.c frctimuA.)..i., aead) reached b) a shell thickness of about h" 40%.
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